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[1] We performed triaxial compressive creep experiments on aggregates of San Carlos
olivine to develop a flow law and to examinemicrostructural development in the dislocation‐
accommodated grain boundary sliding regime (GBS). Each experiment included load and
temperature steps to determine both the stress exponent and the activation energy. Grain
boundary maps, created with electron backscatter diffraction data, were used to quantify grain
size distributions for each sample. Inversion of the resulting data produced the following
flow law for GBS: _"GBS = 104.8 ± 0.8 (s2.9 ± 0.3/d0.7 ± 0.1) exp[(−445 ± 20 kJ mol−1)/RT],
with s, d, and _"GBS in units of MPa, mm, and s−1, respectively. Although relatively
weak, crystallographic‐preferred orientations (CPOs) have [010] maxima parallel to the
compression direction along with [100] and [001] girdles perpendicular to the compression
direction. CPOs and subgrain boundary misorientation axes suggest that the (010)[100] slip
system contributes significantly to deformation. We propose that these experimental results
are best modeled by a deformation mechanism in which strain is accomplished primarily
through grain boundary sliding accommodated by the motion of dislocations. Extrapolation
of our flow laws to mantle conditions suggests that GBS is likely to be the dominant
deformation mechanism in both lithospheric shear zones and asthenospheric flow, and
therefore strong upper mantle seismic anisotropy can not be attributed solely to the
dominance of dislocation creep.

Citation: Hansen, L. N., M. E. Zimmerman, and D. L. Kohlstedt (2011), Grain boundary sliding in San Carlos olivine: Flow law
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1. Introduction

[2] Constitutive equations describing the high‐temperature
deformation behavior of olivine are important in determining
the viscosity structure of the upper mantle. Because several
flow mechanisms contribute to the overall creep rate [e.g.,
Poirier, 1985, p. 79], the dependence of strain rate of each
mechanism on stress, grain size, temperature, and pressure
must be rigorously evaluated to accurately extrapolate from
laboratory to mantle conditions.
[3] Grain boundary sliding accommodated by (i.e., rate

limited by) dislocation motion (GBS) has recently been
identified as an important deformation mechanism in olivine.
Hirth and Kohlstedt [1995a] first described a regime in which
the dependence of strain rate on stress is similar to that for
dislocation creep, and the dependence of strain rate on grain
size is significant. They invoked GBS as a mechanism that
introduces grain size sensitivity while relaxing the need for
five independent slip systems, the von Mises criterion [von
Mises, 1928]. Hirth and Kohlstedt [2003] later compiled
the results of several published creep experiments to deter-

mine a GBS flow law. When scaled to mantle conditions,
their published flow law for the GBS regime indicates that
GBS is dominant at high‐stress, low‐temperature conditions
under which fine‐grained shear zones are often observed
[e.g., Warren and Hirth, 2006]. Deformation in the GBS
regime has also been observed in very fine grained metallic
and ceramicmaterials [e.g.,Padmanabhan andDavies, 1980;
Nieh et al., 1997; Langdon, 2009]. Subsequently, the transi-
tion from dislocation creep to GBS has been cited as a major
cause of strain localization in the Earth’s lithosphere. For
example, based on microstructural observations of abyssal
peridotites, Warren and Hirth [2006] suggested a drop in
viscosity of several orders of magnitude associated with strain
localization into fine‐grained oceanic shear zones. In addi-
tion, Précigout et al. [2007] suggested that GBS is a mech-
anism for weakening the subcontinental mantle.
[4] However, the stress sensitivity and grain size sensitivity

of strain rate for GBS from Hirth and Kohlstedt [2003] does
not agree with predictions from microphysical models [e.g.,
Mukherjee, 1971; Gifkins, 1976; Langdon, 1994]. Further,
the data set used by Hirth and Kohlstedt [2003] is a compi-
lation of results from various studies, such that significant
uncertainties arise from comparisons of results obtained with
different apparatuses, methods of sample preparation, and
sample material. As pointed out by Drury [2005], adjust-
ments in the flow law parameters for GBS to values predicted
by theoretical treatments and observed in metals and other
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ceramics significantly affect extrapolations of strain rate over
several orders of magnitude in grain size or stress as required
to apply laboratory results to mantle conditions.
[5] Here we present the results of experiments specifically

designed to determine the flow law for GBS creep in olivine.
Our experiments result in a flow law with weaker depen-
dences on both stress and grain size than those suggested by
the analysis of Hirth and Kohlstedt [2003] and that of Wang
et al. [2010]. The crystallographic fabrics produced in our
experiments are similar to those observed in most naturally
deformed rocks [Ismail and Mainprice, 1998] and to those
interpreted as the cause for most upper mantle seismic
anisotropy [e.g., Tommasi et al., 1999]. Extrapolation of our
flow law to mantle conditions and the agreement between
measured fabrics and seismological observations suggest that
GBS is dominant throughout most of the upper mantle.

2. Theoretical Background

[6] The high‐temperature creep response of polycrystalline
materials is commonly described by a flow law of the form

_" ¼ A
�n

dp
exp

�Q

RT

� �
; ð1Þ

where _" is strain rate, A is a material‐dependent parameter,
s is differential stress, n is the stress exponent, d is grain size,
p is the grain size exponent, Q is the activation enthalpy, R is
the gas constant, and T is temperature. The flow law para-
meters are often empirically determined for a particular rhe-
ological regime and then compared with theoretical values
derived from models of several steady state deformation
mechanisms to assess which deformation mechanism con-
trols the strain rate.
[7] In previous studies, researchers have considered olivine

to deform plastically by four deformation mechanisms acting
in parallel (diffusion creep, dislocation creep, Peierls mech-
anism, and GBS) [e.g., Hirth and Kohlstedt, 2003; Warren
and Hirth, 2006]. Notably, previous researchers have con-
sidered diffusion creep to be a process in which sliding on
grain boundaries is accommodated by a diffusion process
[e.g., Raj and Ashby, 1971]. In this article, when referring to
GBS, we specifically mean a mechanism in which sliding on
grain boundaries is accommodated by dislocation motion.
Neglecting the Peierls mechanism, which only dominates at
very high stresses, a constitutive equation for olivine can be
formulated as

_"total ¼ _"dif þ _"dis þ _"GBS; ð2Þ

where _"dif, _"dis, and _"GBS are contributions to the total strain
rate, _"total, from diffusion creep, dislocation creep, and GBS,
respectively. A large body of work describes the deformation
of olivine in the dislocation creep and diffusion creep regimes
[e.g., Chopra and Paterson, 1984; Bai et al., 1991; Hirth,
2002; Hirth and Kohlstedt, 2003; Keefner et al., 2011].
Hirth and Kohlstedt [1995a] first described this creep regime
for olivine in which strain rate is nonlinear in stress and
sensitive to grain size. Subsequently, on the basis of a com-
pilation of laboratory results, Hirth and Kohlstedt [2003]
calculated values of n ≈ 3.5 and p ≈ 2.

[8] The GBS regime, referred to as region II in the con-
text of superplasticity [Padmanabhan and Davies, 1980;
Langdon, 2006], is often associated with attainment of
extremely high tensile strains before failure and is typically
characterized by n ≈ 2 and p ≈ 2. Based on results from
deformation experiments on ice [Goldsby and Kohlstedt,
2001], Hirth and Kohlstedt [2003] suggested that dislocation‐
accommodated grain boundary sliding operates in serial with
glide on the easy slip system, yielding

_"total ¼ _"dif þ _"dis þ _"�1
GBS þ _"�1

easy

� ��1
; ð3Þ

where _"easy is the strain rate due to dislocation glide on the
easy slip system. This expansion is based on the assumption
that the underlying mechanism for GBS is the serial operation
of both grain boundary sliding and dislocation glide on the
easy slip system.

3. Experimental Methods

3.1. Sample Preparation

[9] We fabricated monophase polycrystalline samples
from powders of San Carlos olivine (Fo90). The powders had
an average particle size of 2.1−0.9

+1.1 mm and were dried for 10 h
at 1000°C in a mixture of CO and CO2 controlling the oxygen
fugacity at 10−7 Pa, a value near the middle of the stability
field of Fo90 [Nitsan, 1974]. Powders were then uniaxially
cold pressed into nickel cans using 100 MPa of pressure at
room temperature. Each can was capped with a nickel disc
and then isostatically hot pressed at 1473 K and 300 MPa
in a gas medium high‐pressure apparatus [Paterson, 1990].
Samples prepared in this manner contain less than 5 H/106 Si
[Mei and Kohlstedt, 2000a]. The nickel can served to control
the oxygen fugacity at the Ni/NiO buffer, which was con-
firmed after hot pressing by the observation of a NiO rind at
the sample/jacket interface [Zimmerman and Kohlstedt,
2004]. We varied the length of the hot pressing step from
4 to 50 h to produce a series of samples covering a range of
grain sizes. After each hot press, a 1 mm slice was removed
from the hot pressed cylinder for analysis of the starting
microstructure.

3.2. Deformation Experiments

[10] For each deformation experiment, the encapsulated
sample was stacked between alumina and zirconia pistons,
and this entire assembly was inserted into an iron jacket. The
jacketed assemblies were placed in a vacuum oven at 130°C
for at least 12 h to remove acetone used to clean the assembly.
[11] Sample assemblies were then inserted into a servo‐

controlled, internally heated gas medium apparatus [Paterson,
1990]. Temperature was maintained to within ±2°C over the
length of the sample, and stress was controlled to within
±1 MPa and measured with a load cell internal to the
pressure vessel. Deformation temperatures ranged from
1100° to 1250°C. The confining pressure was controlled at
300 ± 1 MPa.
[12] Loading was initiated by moving the actuator at con-

stant rate until the sample assembly was contacted and the
load increased to the desired magnitude. As illustrated in
Figure 1, creep tests were performed by holding the load
constant until a constant displacement rate was reached and at
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least 1% axial strain was accumulated. At the end of each
constant load step, the load was increased to a new constant
value. After several load steps, the actuator was backed away
from the sample assembly and the temperature was increased
before reloading the sample. Up to 8 load steps were made at
up to 4 different temperatures for each sample. Stress was
determined from load measurements using the instantaneous
cross‐sectional area of the sample calculated for constant
volume deformation, assuming that the samples were right
circular cylinders. We also corrected the measured load for
the load supported by the iron jacket and nickel capsule based
on published flow laws for iron and nickel [Frost and Ashby,
1982]. This methodology, applied to a series of samples with
different mean grain sizes, produced variations in stress,
temperature, grain size, and strain rate suitable for inversion
to determine the flow law parameters, A, n, p, and Q.

3.3. Microstructural Analysis

[13] Both initial and final microstructures were assessed
from polished sections. Sections cut parallel to the cylindrical
axis of undeformed and deformed samples were first polished
with diamond lapping film and then finished by polishing for
40 min with colloidal silica (0.04 mm).
[14] These ultrapolished samples were carbon coated for

analysis with a JEOL 6500 scanning electron microscope
fitted with a field emission electron source. Electron back-
scatter diffraction (EBSD) patterns were collected and ana-
lyzed using the HKL Channel5 software package. The
electron beam was rastered across the sample using step sizes
of 0.25 to 2 mm to determine the distribution of grain orien-
tations, depicted as orientation maps in Figure 2. First, maps

were processed by removing isolated single pixels that dif-
fered more than 10° from neighboring pixels. Second, empty
pixels where indexing was not possible were assigned the
average orientation of neighboring pixels if they had eight
nearest neighbors. This process was repeated, progressively
reducing the number of necessary nearest neighbors to five.
Third, 60° misorientations around [100] resulting from sys-
tematic misindexing were removed [Bystricky et al., 2006].
[15] Grain boundaries were mapped by comparing the

misorientation angles, �, between neighboring pixels. In this
context, high‐angle grain boundaries were taken to be those
with � > 15° and low‐angle grain boundaries (i.e., subgrain
boundaries) to be those with � between 2 and 15°. Using
10° as the boundary between low‐angle and high‐angle grain
boundaries changes the measured average grain size by less
than 1 mm.
[16] Table 1 lists grain sizes measured from the grain

boundary maps using mean intercept length and a scaling
factor of 1.5 [Gif kins, 1970; Underwood, 1970]. The linear
intercept method is beneficial for analyzing maps constructed
from EBSD data because it is less sensitive than area‐based
measurements to clusters of two or three data points that are
not removed in postprocessing as well as to the rastering step
size [Valcke et al., 2006; Mingard et al., 2007]. The linear
intercept method has also been used extensively in the pri-
mary studies on grain size sensitivity of creep rate in olivine
[Karato et al., 1986; Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1995b; Gribb and
Cooper, 2000;Mei and Kohlstedt, 2000b]. However, because
the linear intercept method utilizes measurements made
on a 2‐D surface to describe 3‐D structure, the accuracy is
limited, and the scaling factors used assume an average grain

Figure 1. (a) Results from a compression experiment (PI‐1519) with load and temperature stepping. The
black line is actuator position while the gray line is applied load, both as a function of time. At the end of
each temperature step, the actuator was backed off until the load returned to its zero point. (b) Measured
strain rates from several load steps versus strain. The strain rate at each step tends toward a steady state after
∼2% strain.

Figure 2. Grain boundary maps produced from EBSD data. Grain boundaries (misorientations >15°) are shown as black
lines. Subgrain boundaries (misorientations between 2° and 15°) are shown as yellow lines. Examples of grains that have expe-
rienced abnormal grain growth are labeled abgg.Maps are colored by Schmid factor using a vertical compression direction and
the (010)[100] slip system. The Schmid factor coloring is semitransparent and superimposed over a map of Kikuchi band con-
trast, which is colored on a gray scale with dark colors being low contrast.
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Figure 2
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shape that may not be representative of the 3‐D structure
[Heilbronner and Bruhn, 1998]. In an attempt to assess the
impact of this problem on our results, we explored several
other methods of quantifying grain size, as described in
Appendix A.

4. Microstructural Results

[17] Histograms of linear intercept lengths measured from
orientation maps are presented in Figure 3. The measured
predeformation grain sizes are within one standard deviation
of the respective postdeformation grain sizes; thus only the
final grain sizes are reported. Most intercept distributions
are essentially lognormal. However, some slight bimodality
is observed in distributions plotted on a logarithmic scale
in Figure 3. This bimodality is most apparent for the larger‐
grained samples.

Figure 3. Postdeformation linear intercept distributions.
(left) Histograms with logarithmically distributed bins, and
(right) histograms with a logarithmic scale used for intercept
length. The red curves represent lognormal distributions fit to
the measured distributions.

Table 1. Deformation Experiments

Sample T (K) s (MPa) _" (10−5 s−1) d (mm)

PI‐1477 1373 232 0.139 6.3
341 0.831

1423 248 1.230
331 2.520

1473 150 1.327
193 1.979
262 3.752
304 5.591

1523 122 2.028
185 4.164
283 14.40

PI‐1488 1373 285 0.251 9.6
285 0.235
328 0.311
327 0.252

1423 180 0.541
206 0.568
206 0.547
259 0.922
258 0.905

PI‐1514 1473 105 0.074 20
132 0.120
167 0.224
167 0.229
209 0.463
209 0.430
263 0.709
328 1.482

1523 100 0.349
100 0.357
159 1.465
159 1.706

PI‐1519 1373 128 0.085 4.6
207 0.175
261 0.339

1423 201 0.376
319 1.367

1473 150 0.809
189 1.308
236 2.668
290 6.165

1523 127
163 4.162
204 9.719

PI‐1523 1373 292 0.254 5.4
343 0.424

1423 170 0.122
217 0.205
272 0.473
342 1.127

1473 169 0.681
215 1.001
267 2.005
337 4.789
420 9.776

1523 161 3.053
204 4.700
257 8.912

PI‐1543 1473 134 0.172 16
170 0.328
215 0.690
271 1.408
345 2.995
441 7.004

1523 81 0.256
105 0.314
132 0.548
167 0.998
213 2.049
270 5.260
374 8.690
440 19.64
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Figure 4. Pole figures and inverse pole figures for all samples. The fabrics shown are all indicative of
deformation dominated by the (010)[100] slip system. Concentrations of misorientation axes around
[001] and [010] are characteristic of (100) tilt boundaries and (010) twist boundaries built with [100] and
[001] dislocations. Misorientation axes are from neighboring pixels with misorientation angles between
2° and 5°. Pole figures are one point per grain. Inverse pole figures are in the crystallographic reference
frame. For each sample, the total creep strain, M index, number of grains analyzed, and the number of mis-
orientation axes analyzed are given. Gray scales are for multiples of uniform distribution.
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[18] Because grain size distributions were similar before
and after deformation, we suggest that the bimodality is not
a result of dynamic recrystallization but rather the effect
of abnormal grain growth during the longer hot presses.
Abnormal grain growth has been documented in sintering
San Carlos olivine [Cooper and Kohlstedt, 1984; Karato,
1989]. In addition, the largest strains attained of ∼20% were

not large enough to produce significant grain size reduction
by dynamic recrystallization [e.g., Bystricky et al., 2000].
However, most samples exhibit extensive subgrain struc-
tures, as indicated by subgrain boundaries defined by mis-
orientations from 2 to 15° (Figure 2, yellow lines). The two
samples deformed to the smallest strains (PI‐1488, 5%, and
PI‐1514, 6%) contain relatively little subgrain structure.

Figure 5. The entire data set compared to the best fit, two‐mechanism flow law. The low‐stress, diffusion
creep portion of the curves is based on the values of n, p, and Q from Hirth and Kohlstedt [2003] with Adif

determined in the fitting process. The high‐stress, GBS portion of the curves is the best fit flow law given by
equation (6). Different colors represent different temperatures.
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[19] We also examined intragranular deformation by plot-
ting misorientation axes between adjacent pixels on inverse
pole figures in the crystallographic reference frame, as illus-
trated in Figure 4. All samples have maxima at [001], and the
high‐strain samples also havemaxima at [010]. In terms of tilt
and twist walls, tilt walls will have a misorientation axis
perpendicular to both the Burgers vector and the normal to the
slip plane of the dominant dislocations, while twist walls will
have a misorientation axis perpendicular to the Burgers
vectors and parallel to the normal to the slip plane [e.g.,Kruse
et al., 2001; Prior et al., 2002]. In this context, the observed
[001] maxima are consistent with tilt walls built from (010)
[100] dislocations. The [010] maxima are consistent with tilt
walls built from (100)[001] or (001)[100] dislocations and
with (010) twist walls built from a combination of [100] and
[001] screw dislocations.
[20] Crystallographic preferred orientations (CPOs) agree

with this interpretation. In the pole figures of orientation data
in Figure 4, all samples exhibit a common, although weak,
fabric with girdles of [100] and [001] axes perpendicular to
the compression direction and [010] maxima parallel to the
compression direction. This fabric is similar to that predicted
by numerical simulations of axial shortening of olivine in
which (010)[100] was the dominant slip system [Tommasi
et al., 1999]. We measured the strength of CPOs using the
M index, which requires only about 150 grains to be well
determined [Skemer et al., 2005]. M indices range from 0.042
to 0.054 (Figure 4), with predeformation values of ∼0.01.
These values are small compared to those of some olivine‐
rich rocks deformed to large strain naturally [e.g., Warren
et al., 2008] and experimentally [e.g., Skemer et al., 2005],
consistent with the relatively small magnitude of strain in
our experiments. Skemer et al. [2005] observed M indices of
0.01 for starting material and 0.17 after a shear strain of 60%.
This shear strain converts to an effective strain of 35%, which
is a factor of about 2 larger than the largest strains in our
experiments. Thus, we conclude that the observed CPO
strengths are reasonable given the amount of strain imposed.
Interestingly, the coarsest‐grained sample (PI‐1514) exhibits
the strongest CPO but has experienced the second least total

strain. The enhanced CPO in the larger grained samples
suggests a greater contribution from dislocation movement
to the total strain.

5. Mechanical Results and Data Inversion

[21] Data from our deformation experiments were inverted
to determine the dependence of strain rate on stress, tem-
perature, and grain size, that is, the parameters n, Q, and p in
equation (1), respectively, for the GBS regime. Based on
published creep results for hot pressed samples of San Carlos
olivine, we assert that these experiments were conducted in
a regime dominated by GBS [Hirth and Kohlstedt, 2003;
Wang et al., 2010] with some contribution from diffusion
creep. A small influence from diffusion creep at the smallest
grain sizes and lowest stresses is indicated by the curvature in
the data in Figure 5. Therefore, we fit our data set using a
reduced form of equation (2),

_"total ¼ _"dif þ _"GBS: ð4Þ

[22] We fixed the parameters n, p, and Q for _"dif using the
values from Hirth and Kohlstedt [2003]. However, we
employed a different grain size measurement technique than
in the studies used by Hirth and Kohlstedt [2003] to deter-
mine the flow law for diffusion creep, possibly over-
estimating values of _"dif calculated with our measured grain
sizes. The studies compiled by Hirth and Kohlstedt [2003]
used the linear intercept method on acid‐etched, polished
sections to determine grain size [Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1995b;
Cooper and Kohlstedt, 1984]. The orientation maps employed
here eliminate error introduced by etching cracks and sub-
grain boundaries, have higher resolution at the finer grain
sizes, and avoid the variation introduced by subjectivity in
analyzing etched sections. Orientation maps produce smaller
grain sizes than previous methods (see Appendix B). Thus,
the value of Adif from Hirth and Kohlstedt [2003] over-
estimates our strain rates by about an order of magnitude.
We therefore do not constrain Adif in our inversion; instead
we invert for the best value for Adif along with the best values

Figure 6. Refined data set normalized to (a) constant temperature and grain size, (b) constant stress and
grain size, and (c) constant stress and temperature. Error bars in Figure 6c represent one standard deviation
of the distribution of data points from within a single experiment. Errors in grain size are approximately
twice the width of the symbols.
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for AGBS, nGBS, pGBS, and QGBS. Our data were thus fit to
the model

_"total ¼ Adif
�

d3
exp

�375 kJmol�1

RT

� �
þ AGBS

�nGBS

dpGBS
exp

�QGBS

RT

� �

ð5Þ

by minimizing the sum of squared residuals in a least squares
sense. This fitting procedure yielded the flow law

_"GBS ¼ 104:8�0:8 �
2:9�0:3

d0:7�0:1
exp

�445� 20 kJmol�1

RT

� �
: ð6Þ

The best fit value for Adif is 10
7.6 mm3/MPa s. If Qdif is varied

between 325 and 400 kJ mol−1, AGBS, pGBS, andQGBS change
by about 11%, 7%, and 2%, respectively. In Figure 6, the
goodness of fit is illustrated by normalizing the entire data set
to three combinations of constant stress, constant tempera-
ture, and constant grain size. The greatest scatter is in the
1423 K data and the intermediate grain sizes.

6. Discussion

6.1. Caveats Regarding Flow Law Parameters

[23] To assess the applicability of our results to the Earth,
comparisons must be made between our data set and those
from other experimental and field‐based studies. In this sec-
tion, we note several caveats that affect the relationship
between our results and those from other studies.
[24] First, grain size measurements made from detailed

EBSDmapping are better able to resolve small grains than are
measurements made on optical micrographs of etched sur-
faces as well as on polarized transmitted light micrographs of
thin sections. The effect of higher resolution measurement

techniques is to identify more small grains, which will
especially affect grain counts at smaller grain sizes. The net
effect, as illustrated schematically in Figure 7, is to reduce the
calculated value for the grain size exponent. The fact that the
grain size exponent of p = 0.7 obtained in this study is smaller
than that of p = 2.0 reported by Hirth and Kohlstedt [2003]
and Wang et al. [2010] is qualitatively consistent with this
observation.
[25] A second caveat is that we did not take into account the

contribution to the total strain rate from dislocation creep. A
correction for dislocation creep could be made by subtracting
_"dis from the total strain rate using the dislocation creep flow
law presented by Hirth and Kohlstedt [2003], modified from
Chopra and Paterson [1984]. This approach yields values
of n ≈ 2.4, p ≈ 1.2, and Q ≈ 402 kJ mol−1. Using the flow law
for dunite buffered by Ni/NiO from Keefner et al. [2011]
produces similar results. However, correcting for dislocation
creep significantly reduces the goodness of fit. In addition,
we do not observe any phenomenological evidence for the
influence of a third deformation mechanism. Thus, we argue
that such a correction is not applicable to our analysis.

6.2. Mechanistic Model

[26] Our results demonstrate a non‐Newtonian stress sen-
sitivity (n ≈ 3) and a grain size sensitivity (p ≈ 1) to strain rate.
For crystalline materials, stress exponents greater than unity
have typically been interpreted to indicate dislocation creep in
polycrystalline samples [Chopra and Paterson, 1984;Karato
et al., 1986] as well as in single crystals [Kohlstedt and
Goetze, 1974; Durham and Goetze, 1977; Ricoult and
Kohlstedt, 1985; Bai et al., 1991]. However, dislocation
creep is grain size insensitive, and our samples exhibited a
pronounced grain size sensitivity. Hirth and Kohlstedt
[1995a] first described a regime for olivine in which creep
rate is nonlinear in stress and sensitive to grain size.Hirth and
Kohlstedt [2003] subsequently summarized these findings
with n ≈ 3.5 and p ≈ 2. These researchers proposed an acti-
vation enthalpy of 400 kJ mol−1 below 1250°C, equal to that
for slip on the weakest slip system, (010)[100] [Bai et al.,
1991]. They attributed this regime to grain boundary sliding
accommodated by dislocation movement, which we refer to
here as GBS. A similar stress exponent and grain size expo-
nent to those suggested by Hirth and Kohlstedt [2003] for
GBS were obtained byWang et al. [2010] in experiments on
aggregates synthesized from San Carlos olivine.
[27] Fine‐grained ceramics and metals that exhibit super-

plastic behavior can typically be described by a stress‐strain
rate curve with four regions [e.g., Langdon, 2009]. Region 0
is attributed to diffusion creep, region II to GBS, and region III
to dislocation creep. Agreement is lacking for the controlling
mechanism in region I. Ashby and Verrall [1973] proposed
that region I is related to a threshold stress above which grain
boundary sliding becomes fast and causes a jump in the
stress‐strain rate curve between region 0 and region II.
More recently, experiments on metals suggest that region I
may be the manifestation of grain boundary impurities
impeding the movement of grain boundary dislocations, thus
limiting the strain rate [Duong and Mohamed, 1998, 2000,
2001]. Goldsby and Kohlstedt [2001] observed that the
strain rates and stress exponent of ice in region I match well
with those reported for the easy slip system in ice, prompting
their interpretation that creep in region I is rate limited by

Figure 7. Schematic plot illustrating the effect of grain size
measurement techniques with different resolutions on the
apparent grain size exponent. The two techniques depart at
smaller grain sizes and agree at larger grain sizes. Thus, the
grain size exponent is smaller when grain size is measured
with a technique that is more sensitive to small grain sizes,
such as EBSD mapping, than with a technique that has less
resolution at small grain sizes, such as optical or scanning
electron microscopy.
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dislocations on the easy slip system. Thus, Goldsby and
Kohlstedt [2001] formulated their phenomenological consti-
tutive equation (equation (3)) in which GBS operates in series
with glide on the easy slip system.
[28] Hirth and Kohlstedt [2003] adopted the model of

Goldsby and Kohlstedt [2001] with nGBS = 3.5 and argued
that deformation on the (010)[100] slip system acts in
series with dislocation‐accommodated grain boundary slid-
ing (GBS) because experiments on fine‐grained samples
appear to never be weaker than the easy slip system. Because
the stress exponents (measured) and activation enthalpies
(assumed) for the (010)[100] slip system and GBS are the
same, the transition from GBS limited to easy slip limited
deformation can only be accomplished by changing the grain
size.
[29] The constitutive model we have adopted in

equation (2) simplifies the model of Hirth and Kohlstedt
[2003] by suggesting GBS is never limited by easy slip in
our experiments. This is justified due to the lack of any evi-
dence in our data for a transition to a regime at small grain
sizes with n ≈ 3.5 and p = 0, the values appropriate for
deformation on the (010)[100] slip system. Because our
model does not include a regime in which strain rate is limited
by easy slip, most of the parameter space has some grain
size sensitivity. However, CPOs and misorientation axes
(Figure 4) suggest that (010)[100] dislocations are important
in producing strain.
[30] To assess our conclusion that dislocation‐

accommodated grain boundary sliding limits the strain rate,
we compare our results to several theoretical treatments.
Microphysical models of dislocation‐accommodated grain
boundary sliding contend that sliding along grain bound-
aries is always fast and that the strain rate is controlled
by the accommodating dislocation motion [Langdon, 1970;
Mukherjee, 1971; Gifkins, 1976]. A grain size sensitivity
arises, even though dislocation motion limits the strain rate,
because lattice dislocations are generated at grain boundary
ledges and triple junctions such that the number of dislocation
sources depends on the grain size.
[31] In this context, Langdon [1994, 2006, 2009] put forth

two separate models describing the intragranular deformation
accommodating grain boundary sliding. The two models
differ as to whether or not subgrain walls are actively being
created. In the with‐subgrain case, the obstacle is taken to be a
subgrain wall, and the climb of the leading dislocations is
governed by lattice diffusion of atoms. In the no‐subgrain
case, the obstacle is taken to be the opposite high‐angle
(grain) boundary, with climb governed by grain boundary
diffusion. Langdon [1994, 2006, 2009] derived flow law
parameters from these models of n = 3, p = 1, and Q = Qlattice

for thewith‐subgrain case and n = 2, p = 2, andQ =Qgb for the
no‐subgrain case, where Qlattice and Qgb are the activation
enthalpies for lattice diffusion and grain boundary diffusion,
respectively. The with‐subgrain case has been observed
experimentally in several metals, including pure copper (p = 1
[Barrett et al., 1967]), a copper alloy (n = 4.7 and p = 1.2 [Shei
and Langdon, 1978]), aluminum (n = 3.3 and p = 0.9 [Langdon
and Vastava, 1982]), and an aluminum‐magnesium alloy
(n = 4.55 and p = 0.37 [Bae and Ghosh, 2000]).
[32] Intriguingly, our calculated stress exponent is within

error of that predicted for the with‐subgrain case. In addition,
our grain size exponent is closer to the p = 1 value predicted

for the with‐subgrain case. The activation enthalpy for lattice
diffusion of Si (530 kJ mol−1) [Dohmen et al., 2002] is sig-
nificantly higher than our value determined for QGBS (445 ±
20 kJ mol−1) suggesting QGBS is not equal to Qlattice. Unfor-
tunately insufficient diffusion data exist for olivine to confirm
that the value for Q measured here agrees with that for Qgb.
However, our determined QGBS (445 ± 20 kJ mol−1) agrees
reasonably well with Qeasy (400 kJ mol−1) presented byHirth
and Kohlstedt [2003], obtained from single‐crystal experi-
ments by Bai et al. [1991]. Because the obstacles to dislo-
cation motion in single crystals are necessarily intragranular,
the agreement in activation enthalpies suggests that disloca-
tion motion in our samples is impeded by intragranular
defects (e.g., subgrain boundaries) rather than grain bound-
aries, arguing for the with‐subgrain model. In further support
of the with‐subgrain model, the presence of subgrain struc-
tures in the higher‐strain samples (Figure 2) suggests that
subgrain walls were being created during deformation. To
support this suggestion, we used the stress‐subgrain size
relation established for olivine by Karato et al. [1980].
Applying a grain size correction factor of 2, as described in
Appendix B, a stress of only ∼100 MPa is needed to produce
subgrains smaller than the smallest mean grain size measured
(4.6 mm, Table 1). Only one of the data points in our corrected
data set is below 100 MPa, so subgrain creation should have
been ubiquitous throughout these experiments.
[33] It is important to note that since finite strains were

small, it is likely that a microstructural steady state was never
reached in our experiments. Since several experimental [e.g.,
Zhang et al., 2000; Bystricky et al., 2000] and theoretical
[e.g., Kellerman Slotemaker, 2006] studies suggest that the
steady state grain size is achieved by dynamic recrystalliza-
tion when the grain size is equal to the equilibrium subgrain
size, it is possible that at high strains, the appropriate flow law
becomes that for the no‐subgrain case (i.e., superplasticity).
However, it is still plausible that attainment of a steady state
grain size results from the balance of constant subgrain
nucleation and grain boundary migration [e.g., Hall and
Parmentier, 2003], where subgrain structures are still ubiq-
uitous and the flow laws presented here would apply. This
uncertainty underscores the need for high‐strain experiments
in verifying laboratory‐derived flow laws.

6.3. Scaling to Mantle Conditions

[34] To judge the significance of GBS in Earth’s upper
mantle, we use the flow laws derived here to scale to mantle
conditions. Figure 8 illustrates several deformation mecha-
nismmaps (DMMs) constructed using both the GBS flow law
presented here and that from Hirth and Kohlstedt [2003].
DMMs are constructed using equation (2) to calculate the
total strain rate at any combination of grain size and stress. To
account for differences in methods of grain size measure-
ment, we use Adif = 107.6 mm3/MPa s as determined in our
fitting procedure. We use equation (3) following Hirth and
Kohlstedt [2003] when using their flow laws. We also
expand the enthalpy term, Q, to E + PV, where E is the
activation energy, P is pressure, and V is the activation vol-
ume, to facilitate extrapolation to greater pressures. Because
our data do not test the pressure sensitivity of GBS, we adopt
the activation volume for GBS of V = 18 × 10−6 m3/mol
corrected fromRoss et al. [1979] andKarato and Jung [2003]
by Hirth and Kohlstedt [2003]. Creep regimes in the DMMs
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are delineated by boundaries along which the strain rates of
neighboring mechanisms are equal. DMMs in Figure 8 (left)
are constructed for conditions typical of a lithospheric shear
zone [e.g.,Warren and Hirth, 2006]. The pressure in DMMs
in Figure 8 (left) is unchanged from that in our experiments,
so it is not necessary to know the activation volume for GBS.
The map area covered by GBS increases dramatically using
our flow law, such that GBS is dominant over a wider range of
conditions than previously thought. However, if one con-
siders the grain size and stress conditions applicable to lith-
ospheric shear zones (dashed boxes in Figure 8 (left)), some
portion of the parameter space is still dominated by diffusion
creep. Inclusion of a serial coupling between glide on (010)
[100] dislocations and GBS, as given in equation (3), does
not change the DMM presented in Figure 8 (bottom left). In
other words, strain rates for dislocation accommodated grain

boundary sliding are always slower than those for the
(010)[100] slip system at T = 1073 K and P = 300 MPa.
[35] The differences in the dominant deformation mecha-

nism are much more dramatic when these flow laws are
extrapolated to conditions in the uppermost oceanic astheno-
sphere (Figure 8, right). At these conditions, GBS is far
from dominating the strain rate when using the flow laws of
Hirth and Kohlstedt [2003] but is dominant using the flow
laws presented here. Strain rates are similar for both cases
corresponding to viscosities of 1019–1020 Pa s, values in good
correspondence with geophysical observations [e.g.,Craig and
McKenzie, 1986]. The main difference lies in the addition
of a grain size dependence. Several numerical investigations
have suggested important effects of grain size–dependent vis-
cosities on upper mantle dynamics [e.g., Hall and Parmentier,
2003; Behn et al., 2009]. Behn et al. [2009] suggested that

Figure 8. Deformation mechanism maps comparing constitutive equations from this study with those
from Hirth and Kohlstedt [2003] at two different combinations of temperature and pressure intended to
represent deformation in the cold lithosphere and deformation at the lithosphere‐asthenosphere boundary.
Shaded regions denote where a particular deformation mechanism is dominant. Contours are of strain
rate. Dashed boxes indicate the conditions for either cold, lithospheric shear zones or hot, asthenospheric
flow. Notably, GBS is significant for both models under lithospheric conditions, but GBS is only dominant
at asthenospheric conditions using the model presented in this study. Our model also reduces the regions
where dislocation creep is dominant.
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vertical gradients in grain size can help to produce a low‐
viscosity zone at the base of the lithosphere, based on a
constitutive equation that only includes diffusion creep and
dislocation creep. The incorporation of a GBS flow law
increases the overall grain size sensitivity, perhaps accentuat-
ing the viscosity‐reducing effect, depending on the grain size
and stress profile applied. However, Behn et al. [2009] used
the “wet” flow laws from Hirth and Kohlstedt [2003], who
exclude a GBS term in their “wet” constitutive equation
because of the apparent lack of a GBS regime in “wet”
experiments. As of now, few data exist exploring grain size
sensitivity under wet conditions, and further experimenta-
tion would help to shed light on the conditions under which
GBS makes a large contribution to the strain. Regardless,
our results are still applicable to much of the oceanic upper
mantle because “dry” shear zones have been documented in
oceanic mantle rocks [Warren and Hirth, 2006] and oceanic
lithosphere subjected to significant melt extraction will con-
tain little residual water [Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1996]. Includ-
ing a mechanism limited by glide on (010)[100] dislocations
as given in equation (3) does not significantly change the
DMM presented in Figure 8 (bottom right), but does intro-
duce a narrow region limited by easy slip parallel to and
abutting the fine‐grained side of the GBS region.
[36] It is worth considering the applicability of our extra-

polations to peridotites with multiple phases, especially
olivine‐pyroxene aggregates. A variety of bicrystal experi-
ments indicate that the sliding velocity of heterophase
boundaries is enhanced relative to homophase boundaries
[e.g., Eberhardt and Baudelet, 1980]. Unfortunately, there is
little available data on the rheological properties of olivine‐
pyroxene phase boundaries. Thus, the role of GBS in
pyroxene‐bearing rocks remains a topic for future research.
However, several studies of naturally deformed rocks have
argued that grain boundary pinning by secondary phases
increases the contribution of GBS to the total strain by
maintaining a grain size smaller than that predicted for
monophase rocks [Warren and Hirth, 2006; Toy et al., 2010].
This argument is supported by the many studies on materials
that only exhibit superplastic behavior when the grain size
is pinned by added phases [Nieh et al., 1997, p. 24].
[37] Our results also demonstrate that a significant CPO

develops when GBS controls the strain rate. Coupling this
observation with our scaling arguments suggests that much
of the anisotropic seismic signal in the oceanic upper mantle
can be attributed to deformation governed by GBS. Our
fabrics are consistent with fabrics observed in most naturally
deformed samples [Ismail and Mainprice, 1998]. Observa-
tions of seismic anisotropy in the oceanic upper mantle sug-
gest that there is significant azimuthal and radial anisotropy

primarily associated with the low‐velocity zone and the deep
lithosphere [e.g., Shearer and Orcutt, 1985; Nishimura and
Forsyth, 1989; Becker et al., 2003; Nettles and Dziewoński,
2008]. Based on our observations, dry lithospheric shear
zones will likely be dominated byGBSwith a fabric similar to
that previously attributed to dislocation creep. This conclu-
sion suggests that (1) most of the olivine fabrics observed in
laboratory experiments are due to the dominance of GBS
rather than dislocation creep and (2) the dominance of GBS or
dislocation creep can not be distinguished by seismological
observations alone. Instead, one must rely on flow laws along
with reasonable models of temperature, stress, and grain size
variations to predict viscosity and its dependence on those
parameters.
[38] For anisotropy of the low‐velocity zone, the influence

of water must be taken into account. Based on current
assumptions about the role of GBS under “wet” condi-
tions, all anisotropy must be due to dislocation creep if the
low‐velocity zone has high water contents. Unfortunately,
attempts to model shear wave velocity and attenuation in the
low‐velocity zone from models of temperature, grain size,
and water content rely on the assumption that GBS does not
play any role [e.g., Faul and Jackson, 2005; Behn et al.,
2009]. If GBS is ever important under “wet” conditions,
then it would have significant effects on estimates of grain
size, which in turn would affect estimates of attenuation and
water content. This observation again highlights the necessity
to explore the role of GBS under “wet” conditions.

7. Conclusions

[39] We have conducted a series of high‐temperature
deformation experiments on aggregates of San Carlos olivine.
We varied stress, temperature, and grain size to determine
their effects on the measured strain rates. Our experiments
and data reduction result in a stress exponent of n = 2.9, a
grain size exponent of p = 0.7, and an activation enthalpy
of Q = 445 kJ mol−1. Microstructural analyses revealed the
development of a significant CPO and subgrain structure.
These microstructural observations combined with a stress
exponent greater than one and a nonzero grain size exponent
indicate that deformation was dominated by grain boundary
sliding accommodated by the motion of dislocations.
[40] Extrapolations of our flow law imply that deformation

in both high‐stress, lithospheric shear zones and low‐stress,
dry asthenospheric channels are dominated by GBS. This
conclusion is a large departure from previous extrapolations,
which suggest that GBS is only important in high‐stress shear
zones. Based on our extrapolations in conjunction with the
observed CPOs, GBS could be dominant throughout the
upper mantle and solely responsible for observed seismic
anisotropies.

Appendix A: The Effect of Grain Size Measurement
Methods on Flow Law Parameters

[41] In addition to using the linear intercept method
on grain boundary maps constructed from EBSD data
(LI*1.5), we also used the Schwartz‐Saltykov method [e.g.,
Heilbronner and Bruhn, 1998] to convert 2‐D grain areas to
3‐Dvolumes. This approach allows several measures of grain
size to be obtained, including the 2‐D frequency‐weighted
mean (2d), the 3‐D frequency‐weighted mean (3d), and the

Table A1. Mean Grain Sizesa

Sample LI*1.5 2d 3d 3dVol

PI‐1477 6.3 4.7 3.3 17
PI‐1488 9.6 7.3 5.6 15
PI‐1514 20 13 9.1 35
PI‐1519 4.6 3.7 3.0 7.9
PI‐1523 5.4 3.9 2.8 9.6
PI‐1543 16 11 9.6 39

aAll grain sizes in mm.
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3‐D volume‐weighted mean (3dVol) as well as the full 3‐D
volume‐weighted grain size distribution (3dDist). The mea-
sured values are reported in Table A1.
[42] When we inverted the data from deformation experi-

ments, the model used took two separate forms based on the
specific measure of grain size used. In the cases in which a
mean grain size was used (3d or 3dVol), we followed the

same procedure used for the LI*1.5 case, as described in the
main text.
[43] We also attempted to incorporate the grain size dis-

tribution into the flow law calibration, because variations in
higher statistical moments than the mean of grain size dis-
tributions have significant effects on the rheological proper-
ties of rocks [Heilbronner and Bruhn, 1998; Ter Heege et al.,

Table A2. Best Fit Flow Law Parametersa

Measureb logA n p Q (kJ mol−1) Normc logAdif
d Extrapolatione (s−1)

LI*1.5 4.8 ± 0.8 2.9 ± 0.3 0.73 ± 0.1 445 ± 20 0.18 7.6 6.8 × 10−13

3d 4.4 ± 0.8 2.9 ± 0.3 0.70 ± 0.2 439 ± 22 0.20 6.9 5.3 × 10−13

3dVol 5.1 ± 0.8 2.9 ± 0.3 0.63 ± 0.1 451 ± 22 0.22 6.2 1.7 × 10−12

3dDist 4.5 ± 1.0 2.9 ± 0.3 0.65 ± 0.1 435 ± 30 0.25 7.0 1.3 × 10−12

aFlow laws are for stress, grain size, and temperature in MPa, mm, and K, respectively.
bMeasurement of grain sizes used in the fitting process.
cThe minimized norm defined as the sum of squared residuals divided by the degrees of freedom.
dThe corrected value of Adif used when subtracting the diffusion creep flow law.
eExtrapolated strain rates were calculated using s = 1 MPa, d = 1 mm, and T = 1573 K.

Figure B1. Comparison of grain size measurements from the same region of sample PI‐1514. Images were
prepared by (a) etching a polished section with phosphoric acid for 30 min and imaged in reflected light,
(b) continued etching for an additional 30min, and (c) constructing a map of band contrast from EBSD data.
Histograms, which show intercept lengths from each image, indicate a significant difference between optical
examination of an etched surface and EBSD data collected with an SEM.
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2004; Bruhn et al., 2005]. We assumed that stress was con-
stant throughout the polycrystalline sample, such that the
strain rate varied from grain to grain based solely on the
difference in grain size. We then calculated the total strain
rate as a summation of volume‐weighted strain rates as

_"GBS;total ¼
XN
i¼1

_"GBS;iVi ðA1Þ

with

_"GBS;i ¼ AGBS
�nGBS

d
pGBS
i

exp
�QGBS

RT

� �
ðA2Þ

where _"GBS,total is the total strain rate due to GBS, _"GBS,i is the
strain rate due to GBS for grains in grain size class di, Vi is
the volume fraction of grains in grain size class i, and N is the
number of grain size classes. This formulation was presented
as an integral by Ter Heege et al. [2004], but we discretize
to a summation to simplify the incorporation of grain
size distributions that are not lognormal. For each sample,
N is reduced to N = 5 to avoid the incorporation of “anti-
spheres” [Heilbronner and Bruhn, 1998]. The flow law of
equations (A1) and (A2), referred to as 3dDist, is then fit in
the same manner as the flow law using only mean grain size.
[44] The results of the data inversions for each measure

of grain size are shown in Table A2. The solutions for n, p,
and Q are essentially the same in all four cases. The lowest
value of the sum of squared residuals is for the model using
the linear intercept method as a measure of grain size as
presented in the main text.
[45] To test the effect of variability in different model

parameters on extrapolation of the GBS flow law to mantle
conditions, we calculated strain rates for each model using
s = 1 MPa, d = 1 mm, and T = 1573 K. The results of this
extrapolation are summarized in Table A2. All extrapolated
strain rates are within a half order of magnitude of each other.

Appendix B: Differences in Mean Grain Size
Between EBSD‐Based Measurement
and Measurement of Etched Surfaces

[46] We modify A in the diffusion creep flow law from
Hirth and Kohlstedt [2003] as shown in Table A2 because our
data are significantly stronger than that flow law.We attribute
this difference in strength to discrepancies in the measured
mean grain size. Previous studies have typically measured
grain sizes using the linear intercept method on thick sections
etched with acid and imaged with reflected light [e.g., Hirth
and Kohlstedt, 1995b]. In this study, we used grain bound-
arymaps constructed fromEBSD data and several methods of
grain size estimation, including the linear intercept method.
[47] As a test, we examined the same area from sample

PI‐1514 using both methods (Figure B1). We etched grain
boundaries using phosphoric acid as described by Hirth and
Kohlstedt [1995b] in two increments of 30 min each. As
can been seen in Figure B1, longer etching times reduce the
mean intercept length slightly. Using the linear intercept
method on an orientation map, as described in the main text,
produced a significantly smaller mean intercept length.
[48] To further test the robustness of our methodology, we

collected EBSD data and constructed grain boundary maps

for sample PI‐65 from Hirth and Kohlstedt [1995b]. Using
the same measurement method as used in this study, we
calculated a mean grain size a factor of 2 smaller than that
reported in Table 2 of Hirth and Kohlstedt [1995b].
[49] These tests indicate that the grain size measurement

methods used in this study consistently produce mean grain
sizes smaller than those determined from reflected light
micrographs of chemically etched samples. Past studies may
thus have overestimated the average grain size resulting in
an incorrect parameterization in the flow law. We therefore
corrected previously published flow laws by modifying A
rather than by modifying our grain size measurements.
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